Program Catalogue 2018
L4 Introduction and Overview (Mon., Jan. 22, class 60min)
This program is about integrating role, goal and soul. Together we’ll scientifically explore the sacred
signatures in the heart, hands and fingerprints to understand the deeper meaning of our existence.
Expose yourself to guiding principles of Soul Centered readership. Prepare yourself to realize and
embrace hidden aspects within yourself. Learn how to help others uncover treasures within and
move from mediocre to magnificent with spirit.
1. Vocational Indicators Part I (Mon., Feb. 5)
This class is to help you as a Professional and Certified Hand Analyst help your clients identify and
clarify the natural and unique work tendencies literally mapped in their hands. Through identifying
potential strengths and weaknesses, you’ll help clients understand and accept themselves at deeper
levels. Identify key components in a set of handprints to learn how to assist your client to journey
more swiftly into their right life. Receive a Vocational Indicators template and see how to use it stepby-step with client prints. Contemplate how to access your intuition before and during this sacred
work.
2. Vocational Indicators Part II (Mon., Feb. 19)
Continue using the hands to help your client identify, clarify and live his or her Soul Mission! Revisit
more components and forgotten jewels in the hands to see how they can support vocational
selection. Together we’ll complete vocational assessments for two sample clients. Receive a second
Vocational Assessment Template to help your client cultivate their most fulfilling life. Receive a list of
30 different vocations with associated markings you’d expect to find in the hands.
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3. It’s All About Love, Baby (Mon., Mar. 5)
This class is to help you as a Heart-Centered Hand Analyst help your client understand their natural
and unique tendencies for loving mapped into their hands AND combine those tendencies with
desire and choice for healthy relationships – with others and themselves. Explore the psychological
barriers to true love, pinpoint patterns of the heart and learn how to offer sound solutions for
successful relationships. Probe into “How I love best” based on hand shapes, heart lines, life schools
and other relationship markers including Mate Selectors (Mars, Jupiter, Apollo, Mercury and Moon).
Analyze handprints for predictable relationship reactions and contribute to ‘quick hits’ on two
couples’ handprints. Compatibility templates included.
4. All in the Family (Mon., Mar. 19)
This class is to help you as a Family Centered Hand Analyst help families, work groups and
communities better understand their combined purpose, challenge points and how to advance
toward their mission. To do this we’ll access the combinations of impressions on families of
fingerprints and the lines in their hands. You can help small clans blend their talents for successful
relationships and growth, as a group. Help individuals in families or workgroups see their part in
relationships, and how their behaviors affect the movement of the group – in a positive or negative
direction. Learn how to analyze three different clan combinations, identifying family purpose, so you
can immediately put this tool to work in your practice.
5. Gift Markings ~ What do they want us to know and do? (Mon., Apr. 2)
Together we’ll delve more deeply into a few of your individual Gift Markings, combinations of Gift
Markings and unusual markings. Let’s merge into the deeper consciousness of the intentions in these
etchings. Whether you own the markings or not, you can create space tonight, to explore and
embrace these universe-calling signatures. Your handprints will be examined for gift markings with
interpretations from your teacher and classmates.
6. Advancing on your Life Path with Soul Psychology (Mon., Apr. 16)
This class is to help you as a spirit having a human experience to notice, understand and make
choices for a fulfilling and meaningful living. Let’s play with this teaching and assumption that
you actually have chosen a Life Path to master here at Life University. Let’s pause to
contemplate our existence, revisit our Life Path Blueprints (Master Disseminator of
Knowledge, Courageous Beacon of Light, All Heart, Master of Rhythm and Harmony), and then
put it all together with affirming and empowering Mantras specifically created for you.
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7. and 8. Challenge Markings in the Hands and How to Frame the Message Part I (May 7) and Part II
(May 21)
This class is designed to inspire you to approach your hand analysis practice as a Whole Person
Alchemist. You are a master mixer describing the human personality characteristics with the
Soul’s Curriculum. Combining a series of challenge markings can point you directly to critical
pieces of the human puzzle, a.k.a. paradox. Client templates are included so you can simplify
this material and immediately deliver your readings with the language of the heart, to uplift
and inspire your client. We’ll contemplate negative and positive, duality and transcendence.
Clearly identify 18 challenge markings with new ways how to talk about them during your
readings.
9. Advanced Hand Shapes and Archetypes (Mon., Jun 4)
This class is designed to deepen your knowledge and experience in the area of hand shape
archetypes. We will review the Hand Shape Archetype Matrix based on Richard Unger’s system with
16 handprint samples. We’ll focus on a variety of hand shapes with other dominant features
including finger zones and mounts on the palm to articulate the basic temperament and behavioral
tendencies of each example. Use this material to build on your individual, vocational and group
readings.
10. Build Your Soul Centered Profit Pyramid (Jun. 18)
If you have lots of ideas on how to serve your clients but you’re not sure where to start in designing,
pricing and delivering your content, it’s critical to get your thoughts organized into a simple, dynamic
framework. This framework is called a Profit Pyramid. With experiential exercises you’ll outline key
pieces of your practice, see how they fit together and watch it almost build itself. This will help you
set your fees and predict your income. Generating more income is a lot easier when you have a Profit
Pyramid. Design ‘that thing that you do’ called your Signature System® via a recorded workshop.
Even if you’ve already designed a signature system you most likely have a new offering calling for
birth.
11. The Art of Blending and Threading (Jul. 9)
Your client handprints will be used as we expand the art and skill of blending significant markings in
the hands. Practice getting to the key of the hand through weaving together eye-catching markings
using a simple and proven client-reading-template. Handprints will be analyzed and discussed with
the aim of integrating role, goal and soul for deeper self-awareness and personal empowerment.
12. Tapping into the Soul of Your Business (Jul. 23)
To tap into the soul of your practice it’s important to assess what this means to you, your intentions,
mindsets, identification where you are on the path, where you want to be, and concrete steps to get
there. Let’s explore the concept of soul and success and where it is in your business. You will be
encouraged to dialog about your Soul Centered (or Heart-Centered) Practice. One student will be
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invited to volunteer to reveal the root cause of a lesson-block using EFT, and clear unconscious
blocks to success. Pre-work is assigned to grow with soul.
13. The Healers Path (Aug. 13)
This class is to help you, as a Healer, examine the concepts, practicalities and subtleties of deep
healing work. We’ll contemplate the definition of healing, further clarify your role in this sacred
function, consider how, when and why you assist people to improve, progress and expand in
consciousness. Investigate various qualities that create wholeness within yourself and others.
Assess how you’re engaged and consider if you’d like to make any changes in your practice.
14. Fingerprint Village (Aug. 27)
What do you do with weird and rare fingerprints? How do you put them in context with the other
fingerprint patterns? What do you do if a fingerprint stumps you? The purpose of this class is to look
at, and crawl into advanced fingerprint variations. We’ll look at an assortment of unusual and
challenging fingerprints and figure out what to do with them on the hands they belong to. Explore
the frequency of fingerprint impressions on each digit and the Moon.
15. Tiny Tots and Fingerprints (Sep. 10)
This class is designed to give you a broad look at hand analysis with children, including babies and
teens. The content is based on the last eleven years of my personal experience printing and reading
youngsters' hands, and most importantly, dialoging with parents about their children. Imagine the
difference in a life by knowing the soul’s fulfillment formula as early in life as possible. While babies
and children may not understand what you say, their parents will. We’ll consider how teens are
validated when they hear about their life purpose. Learn how you can…
♥ Guide parents to reframe their perceived discomforts and potential pain about their
children’s ensuing challenges.
♥ Translate, to parents, their child’s life lesson into benefits.
♥ Inspire parents to help their children be who they are designed to become.
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BONUS Call
The Life Line– Understanding Damaged Life Lines and What Owners Can Do About It. (BONUS DATE
TBD)
Help your client understand their personal tribal-anchor system so that he or she can cope in a
chaotic world. Ground yourself into the nature of the Life Line through review and analysis of
numerous handprint examples from Kay’s database. Hear stories and successful strategies that
various clients have employed as they work with their broken, damaged or weak Life Lines. Expand
your understanding and language bank by exploring the spiritual energy of the 1st chakra.

About the Level 4 Program
Classes will be held on Monday’s as indicated above from 4:00 – 6:00pmPT.
All webinar classes will be taught live by Kay.
Class size is limited to 7-10 students for maximum participation, interaction and Q&A.
Student workbooks will be emailed 2-3 days before class or earlier if requested.
Most classes will be recorded and sent to participants the next day (provided technology works as
expected). Screen share MP3 audio and MP4 video will be available 2 weeks after each call and
you’re welcome to save these recordings. (The Life Line and Tiny Tots will not be recorded because
of the sensitivity of the topic.
Prerequisite: Hand Analysis Year-Long Certification with AAHA or IIHA trained Teacher
Don’t hesitate to email me at Packard.kay@gmail.com or call 559-302-7161 with any questions.
I look forward to serving you in this sacred circle, encouraging your positions of engagement,
facilitating your exploration of new niches, strengthening your signature system, and growing your
business and knowledge of hand analysis. We are on the leading edge – together.
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